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The
150
Sm nuleus has been studied to high spins in a measurement of







at beam energy of 76 MeV. The measurement was performed at NBI Risø
using the NORDBALL array. Alternating parity, s=+1 band in
150
Sm has
been observed up to spin I=22. This band is rossed by two aligned bands,
orresponding to a reetion-symmetri shape. After the seond rossing
the s=+1 band ends abruptly, suggesting that the otupole shape vanishes
in
150
Sm above spin I =22, as predited by alulations. Other explana-
tions, assuming ontinuation of the s=+1 band past the two alignments
are also disussed.
PACS numbers: 23.20.Lv, 21.10.Re, 27.60.+j
1. Introdution
Enhaned otupole interations, whih may ause otupole deforma-
tion, are expeted in nulei where opposite-parity orbitals, satisfying the
j=l = 3 relation, are plaed lose to the Fermi level. One member of
the j = l = 3 pair is a high-j intruder orbital. Suh orbitals play an
important role in generating spin of fast rotating nulei and give rise to
the harateristi bakbending phenomenon, observed ommonly in nulei
with quadrupole deformation. An otupole interation provides an extra
fore binding the intruder orbital to the, so alled, normal-parity orbitals,

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hanging thus its response to fast nulear rotation, so that bakbending
is smoothed and delayed. Observation of spin alignment as a funtion of
rotational frequeny in nulei with strong otupole interations provides,
therefore, a useful tool to study these interations [1℄.
A standard example of suh behaviour is that reported for the
222
Th nu-
leus [2℄, where instead of a sharp bakbending, expeted for the proton i
13=2
intruder orbital [3℄, a gradual inrease of alignment is observed [4℄. The early
experimental data [2℄, whih reported the alternating-parity band in
222
Th
up to spin I = 16, were extended by another measurement [5℄ up to spin
I=24, still showing no sign of any bakbending. Calulations [6℄ assuming
the presene of an otupole deformation in
222
Th, reprodued experimental
data very well up to the highest observed spin. The same alulations predit
that at still higher rotational frequeny, around spin I = 26 a pair of neu-
trons in the j
15=2
intruder orbital will align, displaying a sharp bakbending.
It has been predited that an alignment of two high-j pairs should ause
a transition to a reetion symmetry in the
222
Th nuleus.
Sine the measurement of Ref. [5℄ had stopped short of spin needed to
observe the predited bakbending in
222
Th, a new experiment has been
performed [7℄, using more eient  detetor EUROGAM1. Surprisingly,
no spins higher than observed in Ref. [5℄ were seen in
222
Th. Intensities of
 transitions in the s = +1 alternating-parity band, observed in this new
measurement, drop below observation limit at about spin I=26, i.e. where




O ompound-nuleus reation used in this measurement is about
I=35 [7℄. Therefore, the observed intensity loss already at spin I=26~ needs
an explanation. The authors of Ref. [7℄ laim that this derease is not due
to ompetition of ssion, beause additional measurements [7℄ show that the
222
Th ompound nuleus is populated at around maximum spin of I=35~.
An obvious mehanism, suggested by alulations [6℄ is that the intensity
is drained by the predited yrast, four-quasipartile band orresponding to
a reetion-symmetri onguration, whih should appear at spin I = 26,
after two alignments. Suh band was not observed in Ref. [7℄, however, and
the high-spin behaviour of
222
Th remains unexplained.
Rotational frequenies observed in the
222
Th nuleus are relatively low,
due to large moment of inertia of this heavy nuleus. It requires popula-
tion of high spin levels in suh a nuleus in order to generate rotational
frequeny high enough to align a pair of high-j partiles. More favourable
onditions are enountered in the lanthanide region of strong otupole orre-
lations [8,9℄ where, beause of lower moments of inertia, nulei rotate faster
than the atinide nulei of the same spin. Consequently, one may expet
here alignment eets at lower spins whih are easier to observe.
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2. High-spin studies of
150
Sm
When an alternating-parity band has been identied in the
150
Sm nu-
leus [9,10℄ it has been also notied that a rossing is observed in this band
with the positive-parity band, showing features harateristi of a reetion-
symmetri onguration. This was thus a similar senario to that predited
for
222
Th, but here observed at muh lower spins. There were also indiations
that the alternating-parity band ontinues past the rossing and that both
reetion-asymmetri and -symmetri ongurations oexist there. These
observations were reprodued by alulations [11, 12℄, indiating that in
150
Sm an otupole deformation is indued by nulear rotation at spin I10
and that at higher spins a reetion-symmetri shape is restored, oexisting
with the reetion-asymmetri one. At very high spins, orresponding to
rotational frequeny ~! = 0:40, only the reetion-symmetri minimum in
the potential of
150
Sm remains [11,12℄. This predition is dierent from the
one for
222
Th [6℄ where both shapes oexist up to very high spins. It was
then of onsiderable interest to verify experimentally these preditions for
150
Sm.
To study high spins in
150





O,4n), ompound-nuleus reation, whih populates levels with spins
up to I = 35~. We used a 3 mg/m
2
thik target made of
136
Xe gas
frozen on a lead baking [13℄. The ryogeni
136
Xe target was mounted [14℄
inside the NORDBALL array of Anti-Compton Spetrometers, whih was









O beam, delivered by tandem at NBI Risø. In the experiment
about 2  10
8
  oinidene events were olleted. Analysis of this data
revealed the exitation sheme of
150
Sm as shown in Fig. 1. The ground-
state, alternating-parity band (s=+1) has been extended up to spin I=22,
the S-band up to spin I=28 and a new, negative-parity band has been found.
This new band, whih rosses the s=+1 band around spin I=20, has been
established up to spin I = 31. Its properties suggest that it orresponds
to a reetion-symmetri onguration. A number of transitions feed the
6106.3 keV and 6448.9 keV levels at the top of the s=+1 band but their
intensities are too low for a denite plaement of these transitions in the
exitation sheme.
The new data onrms the predition that nulear rotation enhanes
otupole orrelations in
150
Sm. As an be seen in Fig. 2, above spin I=14
the B(E1)/B(E2) branhing ratios in the s=+1 band stabilize at the level




. It is interesting to note that this happens above the
rossing with the reetion-symmetri S-band around spin I=14~.
A omplex pattern of band rossings observed in
150
Sm at medium
spins most likely orresponds to the predited shape hange from reetion-
asymmetri to reetion-symmetri one [11, 12℄. To identify the nature of
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Fig. 1. Partial level sheme of
150
Sm, as obtained in this work.
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s = +1  band  in       Sm
0.7
Fig. 2. B(E1)/B(E2) branhing ratios in
150
Sm, as observed in the present work.
the observed rossings, two odd-A nulei next to
150
Sm were studied, the
151
Eu nuleus [14℄ having an additional proton and the
151
Sm nuleus [15℄
having one unpaired neutron, relative to
150
Sm. In Fig. 3(a) alignment plots
for the positive-parity, yrast band in
150
Sm is ompared to similar plots for









It is evident from this omparison, that the rst rossing observed in the
positive-parity band in
150
Sm at around spin I=14, is due to an alignment
of a pair of i
13=2
neutrons sine an alignment at similar rotational frequeny










The frequeny of this rossing, ~!

 0:32 MeV an be ompared to the
frequeny of the AB rossing in
150
Sm predited at ~!

=0.23 MeV [16℄. The
experimental value, whih is signiantly higher than the predited one,
indiates the presene of strong otupole orrelations in
150
Sm, whih delay
the alignment proess in
150
Sm [11, 12℄.
Further up the positive-parity band in
150
Sm another rossing ours at
a frequeny lose to ~!

=0.40 MeV, orresponding to spin I24. A rossing













Eu up to spin I=43=2. One may therefore onlude that the se-
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=130. Lines are drawn to guide the eye.
ond rossing in the positive-parity band in
150
Sm orresponds to the align-
ment of a pair of h
11=2
protons. Similarly as for the i
13=2
neutron align-
ment, the frequeny of this  (h
2
11=2
) rossing is signiantly higher than the
predited value of ~!

=0.28 MeV [16℄, indiating again the presene of o-
tupole interations in the
150
Sm ore, whih delay this alignment. Fig. 3(b)
shows alignments in the four bands observed in
150
Sm. In the positive-parity
branh of the s=+1 band, the alignment inreases gradually. This band
is rossed at around spin I=14 by another positive-parity band, whih has
alignment i 12 ~, a value onsistent with the above suggestions that this
bakbending is aused by an alignment of the  (i
2
13=2
) pair. In the negative-
parity branh of the s=+1 band an upbend is observed around spin I=11
and the band aquires a moderate alignment of i 6. This phenomenon
has been interpreted as due to an alignment in the otupole band [17℄. In
this ase one neutron is promoted to an orbital with higher spin and after
that the band orresponds to an aligned, two-quasipartile onguration. At
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onguration. The resulting struture has an alignment i  20 ~, relative








four-quasipartile onguration. The derease of the alignment in this band
at higher spins, seen in Fig. 3(b) is a result of using the same Harris-plot pa-





Sm nuleus displays a behaviour similar to that observed for
222
Th, yet here seen to higher rotational frequenies. Studies of the neigh-
bouring odd-A nulei provide a unique identiation of the observed align-
ment proess in
150
Sm. Aording to alulations [11, 12℄ two alignments
of the  (i
2
13=2
) and  (h
2
11=2
) pairs observed in
150
Sm, destroy the otupole
minimum in the nulear potential of this nuleus, where only a reetion-
symmetri minimum is left after these two alignments. This is onsistent
with the sudden drop of intensities of transitions in the s=+1 band in
150
Sm
at spin I =22 ~. Fig. 4 shows values of these intensities measured in units
of their standard deviations, . The observation limit in the present work
was adopted at the level of 3 and is marked in Fig. 4 by a solid line.
Two aligned bands in
150
Sm, orresponding to a reetion symmetri
minimum in the potential, are observed down to the limit of 3. On the
other hand, the s = +1 band ends at rather high intensities of the last
observed transitions. In the negative-parity branh of this band, the highest
transition has an intensity of about 40 . Assuming smooth derease of 
intensities in this asade, one should observe at least two more transitions,
whih are however not seen. Similar remarks apply to the positive parity
branh of the s=+1 band.
In
150
Sm one has then a more onvining piture of the termination of
the s=+1 band than that for
222
Th, available at present. Fig. 5, analogous
to Fig. 12 in Ref. [6℄, summarises the experimental evidene of the spin
alignment proess in
150
Sm. As predited [11, 12℄, in
150
Sm both, proton
and neutron pairs align in the s = +1 band, ausing termination of this
band.
The alignment senario in
150
Sm is somewhat dierent from the one pre-
dited for
222







should be the lowest one, orresponding to a reetion-symmetri shape,
whih rosses the s = +1 band. In
150
Sm, where otupole orrelation en-
ergy is lower than in the atinides, a single (i
2
13=2
) alignment is enough
for a reetion-symmetri onguration to emerge, though the s=+1 band




) alignment, whih destroys the otupole minimum in the potential.
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γ
Fig. 4. Intensities of  transitions in various bands of
150
Sm, measured in units of
standard deviation, as observed in the present work. The observation limit of three
standard deviations is marked by the solid line. Dashed lines are drawn to guide
the eye.
The terminating four-quasipartile onguration observed in
150
Sm has
negative parity, unlike the one predited for
222
Th. This is beause there





















Th, is not observed in
150
Sm in this work. It is likely that this ongura-







) four-quasipartile one, as marked
in Fig. 5 by the dot-dashed line. This is suggested by a lear upbend seen
at the top of the (i
2
13=2
) two-quasipartile band in
150
Sm, whih most likely




As mentioned above, there are  lines feeding the highest levels in the
s = +1 band in
150
Sm, but their intensities are too low for their denite
plaement in the band. It is of a great interest to perform a new measurement
for
150
Sm, with statistis muh better than the present one. Suh experiment
ould denitely answer the question if the s=+1 band is terminated around
spin I = 21, as suggested by the present data and the alulations [11, 12℄
or if there is a ontinuation of this band, orresponding perhaps to a lower
quadrupole deformation. Suh a senario is predited for
222
Th, where after
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Fig. 5. Aligned angular momentum in
150
Sm as observed in this work.
two alignments, an otupole minimum in the potential appears at nearly
zero quadrupole deformation. It is interesting to mention that this kind of
band has already been observed [18℄ in the weakly deformed,
218
Ra nuleus,
having 86 protons, two protons less than
222
Th. An interesting feature of
this band is that it ontinues past two subsequent alignments [18℄. The
reason why we propose to look for suh a band in
150
Sm is that similar band
has been observed in the N = 86, weakly deformed
148
Sm isotope [19℄. In
this nuleus the s = +1 band is observed up to spin I = 27, showing no
sign of any abrupt ending, though its struture is very irregular around spin
I = 20 and it shows a similar pattern of alignments as the s=+1 band in
218
Ra. In this ontext it is also of onsiderable interest to perform improved
measurements of the Z = 86 and Z = 88 thorium isotopes, in order to
look for the expeted, four-quasipartile reetion-symmetri onguration
in
222




Th nulei. We estimate that a repetition of measurements performed in
this work and Ref. [7℄, using muh more eient array of Anti-Compton
Spetrometers, like for instane Gammasphere, should be enough to resolve
the problems outlined above.
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